Spend a

MINUTE
TO LEARN
how we can help!
Whether you need to find extra time
during the school day, in an after
school program, or by reaching
students at home, Tutorsystems
software can help... without breaking
your budget!

SIMPLE.
EFFECTIVE.
AFFORDABLE.
Tutorsystems software helps seventh
grade through adult students
independently master basic skills in
reading, grammar, and mathematics
through this simple four-step process:
Tutorsystems software
1 TESTS students to determine skill
deficiencies,
2 PRESCRIBES lessons to remediate
the deficiencies,
3 TEACHES students the required
skills, then
4 TESTS AGAIN to ensure skill
mastery.

Contact your authorized
Tutorsystems representative:

Need some
SAVE TIME
AND MONEY...
Request a demo today!

1-800-545-7766
www.tutorsystems.com

Contact your authorized
Tutorsystems representative:

info@tutorsystems.com

EXTRA
TIME
for your students?

Leaves

NO STUDENT BEHIND
Leaving no student behind is a worthy goal. The reality is that many students have
already fallen behind. Tutorsystems software helps these students by providing
individualized assessment and instruction using a proven tutorial method. Tutorsystems
software helps teachers by providing reports that show objective measurement of
progress. Tutorsystems software gives you the tools you need to help students
individually, many students at a time.

A True

TUTORIAL SYSTEM
Unlike programs that use a drill-and-practice approach, Tutorsystems lessons
automatically adapt to each student’s progress and comprehension through logical
branching sequences. Immediate feedback is provided to the student for each
answer. Correct answers move the student forward through the lesson while incorrect
answers lead the student to supplemental information and an explanation of the
error. A mastery test at the end of each lesson verifies performance before allowing
the student to proceed to the next lesson.

Motivates

STUDENTS TO LEARN
As a student uses Tutorsystems software, an ever-expanding learning spiral
evolves. The student DEVELOPS SKILLS through tutorials that are challenging but
not frustrating. This achievement PROMOTES CONFIDENCE . This new confidence
IMPROVES ATTITUDE and PROVIDES MOTIVATION to develop additional, more
challenging skills. Skills are presented in a life-oriented context and move the
student from lower order thinking skills to higher order thinking skills. Skill
reinforcement is provided through the use of included student manual and
reproducible student worksheet selections in PDF format.
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Tutorsystems software enables
students and teachers to work from
any location with Internet access.
With its built-in diagnostic and
prescriptive pretests and links to
third-party assessment tools, the
Tutorsystems software helps you to easily
and efficiently meet the diverse needs
of your students. The software’s
Automated Student Guidance feature
helps keep your students focused on the
right task at the right time.
Teachers love the interactive drill-down
reports that highlight actionable
information about student activity and
performance.
With the Online Tutor option, you can
even help your students when you’re
not with them. The Online Tutor opens up
new distance learning possibilities for
you and your students.
Interested? Try the software for yourself.
Request a demonstration today!

